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Hello. Do you know any refugee or do you have any refugee as a friend ? What can you tell us very 
quickly about him/her?

Now, our homeworks:Text, S. 50

The text describes what a youth organization in London does to help refugees. Which aspects did 

you find most:

interesting, shocking or surprising? Individuelle Lösung

1. Organization that helps young refugees; what kind of help?

The RefugeeYouth London and their activities: „Fun, food and friendship, Education, Family 

pressures and London life“. They try „to make London their new home“, helping in „social life, 

school, family relationsships, transport.“

2. „Our everyday lives“

Lösung: 

a)

What problems do young refugees have? What kind of help does Refugee Youth London offer?

- formal problems (filling in a form), 
writing a letter, a court case

‚walking the path together‘, act as legal advisors

- not knowing the language (English) - help to adapt quickly, act as translators

- no friends - act as carers

b)

School must be easier if you aren‘t a refugee, because you get prepared for every step from 

kindergarten on and don‘t just get thrown into it. Your peer group grows and changes with time, so 

your social life develops step by step. By contrast, a refugee suddenly arrives in a new country and 

has to build up everything from zero. My family has lived in my neighbourhood for a long time, so 

family-related problems can be solved inside a bigger community. A refugee, on the other hand, 

doesn‘t share this advantage. His or her family has to work together to solve their own problems. I 

think transport must be a real problem for a refugee. Whitout knowing the lines, stations, ticket 

rules and so on, a young refugee will probably be lost on his or her first journeys.

II. Lernstoff
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